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Duster Brushes
For final cleaning work. Both of these 8” models have a 
beavertail style lightweight wood block and are 12 ½” long 
overall.  Trim depth is 2 ½”.

Horse Hair Duster Brush GU2618
A top quality model for absolute best results. Has a stiff 100% 
black horse hair fill.

Omni Sweep Floor Sweeps
GUOS-24 24” wide broom
These innovative floor sweeps have two leading rows of black bristles to sweep heavy debris 
while four rows of blue bristles in the rear efficiently pick up even the finest dust and particles. 
The synthetic bristles are chemical resistant and pitched at an angle for full floor contact and 
faster, more efficient sweeping on all surfaces. The plastic block has a single threaded handle hole. 
Handle sold separately.

Dust Pans & Brushes

Handle Brace
GU0002
Handle brace provides extra support and minimizes handle breakage.  Should be used on 18” wide or larger floor sweeps.

Horse Hair Floor Sweeps
GU8524	 24”	wide	floor	sweep
A blend of black horse hair and Tampico fiber.  Best for sweeping up fine dust.  Long life.  Has a natural lacquered hardwood 
block with two threaded handle holes.  Trim depth is 3” Handles sold separately.

Floor Sweep Handles
GU0162 Handle with Metal Threads
This handle has a lacquered hardwood handle with a threaded metal tip.  60” 
long x 15/16” diameter.

Floor Sweep Handles
GU2027 Heavy duty Metal Handle
This metal handles is plastic coated and has a threaded metal tip.  Handle comes 
with plastic swivel hanging cap.  60” long x 15/16” diameter.

Gundlach
GU6-SD Steel Dust Pan
Has a thin angled lip for easier dust pick up.  Made from heavy gauge steel, pan is reinforced by 
corrugated ribs for greater strength.  Finished with rust resistant enamel and is 12” wide. 
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2610 Roosevelt Blvd, Eugene OR, 97402
(541) 688-1878
(800) 452-2612
 Fax 688-1993
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Cabinet Magic Aerosol Sprays
MAG-CABINET
Cabinet Magic packs extra cleaning power. Sprays on to clean and beautify all wood 
in the kitchen - cabinets, woodwork, base boards and sills. Removes food stains and 
deposits, cooking grease and finger marks while gently renewing the beauty of the wood grain with natural wood 
oils. Beauty for the finish, but a menace to dirt and grease!
Available in: 13 oz. aerosol, 17 oz. aerosol 

Countertop Magic Aerosol Sprays
MAG-COUNTERTOP
Countertop Magic keeps all Formica® and plastic laminates clean and beautiful 
the one-step, easy way. Simply spray on and wipe away stains, food and grease. 
Dull, lifeless kitchen tables, bath and kitchen countertops come alive. See original luster immediately restored. 
Contains no wax - leaves no wax buildup. Colorless. Won’t streak.
Available in: 13 oz. aerosol, 17 oz. aerosol

Countertop Magic Cloth Wipes
MAGCL-COUNTERTOP
Magic® Countertop is specially formulated for effective cleaning of laminate and 
solid surface countertops. This pH balanced formula removes most food based stains 
leaving a streak-free, long-lasting shine while helping to protect the countertop. Ideal for everyday kitchen and 
bath use.

Recommended for Corian®, Formica®, Swanstone®, Silesstone®, Zodiaq®, Wilsonart® and other quartz or 
polished stone surfaces.

Cabinet and Wood Magic Cloth Wipes
MAGCL-CABINET
Add new elegance to your cabinets and wood surfaces throughout your home. 
Specially formulated to beautify as it cleans while leaving behind a protective barrier 
to help guard against water marks, dirt and grime. Magic® Cabinet and Wood Spray 
makes cleaning quick and easy.

Ideal for sealed wood, laminates and painted cabinets.
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Cooktop Magic Cloth Wipes
MAGCL-COOKTOP
Magic® Cooktop Cream is specially formulated for effective cleaning of glass, 
ceramic and porcelain cooktops. Cuts through tough grease and removes burnt on 
deposits without scratching, leaving a streak-free shine. Regular use will help keep 
your cooktop easy to clean and looking new! Also great for porcelain.

Works on all ceramic smoothtop surfaces: General Electric®, Frigidaire®, Amana®, HotPoint®, Kenmore®, 
KitchenAid®, Maytag® and Whirlpool®.

Leather Revive Magic Cloth Wipes
MAGCL-LEATHER
Magic® Leather Spray’s 3-in-1 formula cleans, conditions, and protects with no 
greasy residue. Simply wipe it on and melt away dirt and grime, renewing leather’s 
suppleness and providing superior results. Ideal for leather furniture, automotive 
leather interiors, shoes, boots, jackets and luggage.

Marble & Granite Magic Cloth Wipes
MAGCL-MARBLE/GRANITE
Magic® Marble & Granite Spray Cleaner and Polish is designed for the effective 
cleaning of polished stone surfaces. This pH balanced formula leaves a streak-
free, long lasting shine and helps protect the surface. Adds depth to reveal the natural veining and patterns. 
Recommended for sealed granite, cultured marble, and other polished stone surfaces.

Stainless Steel Magic Cloth Wipes
MAGCL-STAINLESS
This streak-free formula leaves a showroom shine plus a protective barrier to help 
resist fingerprints and water spots. Magic® Stainless Steel Wipes feature a no-buff 
one step application. Works great on aluminum and chrome surfaces too!
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